This work addresses the separation of real-life nonlinear mixtures of images which occur when a paper document is scanned and the image from the back page shows through. We present a physical model of the mixing process, based on the consideration of the halftoning process used to print grayscale images. The corresponding inverse model is then used to perform image separation. The parameters of the inverse model are optimized through the MISEP technique of nonlinear ICA, which uses an independence criterion based on minimal mutual information.
INTRODUCTION
When scanning or photographing a paper document, interference of the back page image on the front page one is a common problem, especially if the paper is thin or rather transparent. In this paper we focus on a difficult version of this problem, in which the paper is of the onion skin type, which creates a strong, significantly nonlinear mixture. The mixtures that we use were obtained by printing images and/or text on both sides of a sheet of onion skin, which was then scanned on both sides with a desktop scanner. A more complete description of the image preparation procedure is given in [1] . These index. html. Due to lack of space, we only show the first pair of source and mixture images (Fig. 3) . The other four pairs can be found in another paper in this conference [2] , and also in [1] and in the mentioned web location.
Reconstructing two sources from two mixtures can be seen as a blind source separation (BSS) problem. BSS is often achieved by assuming that the sources are statistically independent from each other and performing independent component analysis (ICA). Linear ICA is a well studied problem with essential uniqueness of the solution [3] . Nonlinear ICA is still much less studied. With no additional constraints it is an ill-posed problem, having an infinite number of solutions that are not related to one another in any simple way [4, 5] .
The problem under study is especially challenging because it involves a real-life nonlinear noisy mixture. Furthermore, some pairs of source images don't fully satisfy the independence assumption. Due to the small number of parameters under estimation and to the simplicity of the mapping, linear ICA often recovers the sources satisfactorily from linear mixtures, even if the sources are not completely independent. However, in nonlinear separation with a relatively generic separation mapping, such as the one yielded by a multilayer perceptron (MLP), the quality of the separation can be impaired if the independence assumption is not met [1] .
In this paper we first present a physical model of the mixture process. Then, the inverse of that model is used to perform separation. The parameters of the inverse model are estimated through an ICA criterion, using the MISEP method [6] . The results show that a separation with a good quality is achieved. The small number of degrees of freedom of the model eliminates the ill-posedness that is normally associated with less constrained nonlinear ICA, and also allows the method to deal with situations in which the independence assumption is violated to some extent.
To our knowledge this is the first time that a nonlinear, physically based model is optimized, with an ICA criterion, to perform source separation. The [1] , this block was implemented by means of an MLP with suitable regularization. In this paper, block F will consist of the inverse of the mixture model, which is presented in the next section. For more details on MISEP see [6, 1] .
MIXING AND SEPARATION MODELS
The physical mixture model that we use was originally developed by Miguel Faria and Luis B. Almeida [9] , but its parameters had only been manually adjusted, having never been estimated in a form similar to the one presented in this paper. We present the model in some detail here because it had not been previously described in any widely available publication.1
The model takes into account that the printer produces only black dots, using a halftoning process to produce gray tones. Halftoning consists of using a very large number of tiny black dots, whose intensities are averaged out by our eyes, giving the appearance of gray. The level of gray depends on the fraction of area covered by black dots. With the low scanning resolution that was used in the dataset (100 dpi), each scanned pixel encompasses a large number of halftoning dots, and therefore the pixel's intensity also depends on the fraction of area covered by the dots.
We represent the actual printed intensity at a given point in the page by s. Since the printer only produces black and white, s C {0, 1}, with 0 representing black and 1 representing white. The halftoning process is modeled by considering s to be a random variable which takes independent values in different locations of the image, with a distribution defined by the probability P(s = 1). This probability is equal, at each point, to the intensity of the image being printed (the source image). The mean intensity at a given point is given by the expected value s = E(s) = P(s = 1)
(1) at that point. We denote it by s since it corresponds to the intensity of the source image. Labeling the two sides of the paper with subscripts 1 and 2 respectively, we have the following relationships for the two sources: Si = P(sl = 1) 82 = P(s2 = 1).
(2) ' An equivalent model was independently developed by Stefan Harmeling without any physical considerations, based only on the observation of the source and mixture data from the "bars" images (S. Harmeling, private communication).
With a semi-transparent paper like onion skin, the observed intensity on each side of the paper depends on what is printed on both sides. Assume that we are observing the document from side number 1. The observed intensity at each point can take only four levels:
(f11 if sj = 0 and s2 = 0 12 if Oj=0 and s2 1 14 if sj = l and s2 = ( The values of 11, , 14 depend on the physical properties of the paper and of the scanner, and also on the printing process. This model doesn't take into account any lateral diffusion of light in the onion skin paper. At the low scanning resolution that was used this seems to be a reasonable approximation, as evidenced by the results presented ahead. For higher resolutions this diffusion may become important, and the appropriate model won't be pointwise anymore.
The mean intensity at each point, observing from side 1 of the paper, is given by the expected value This is what corresponds, in our model, to the intensity acquired by the scanner. We shall assume that sj and s2 are independent from each other. Taking (2) into account, XI = 11 (1-si)(1-82)+12(1-81)82+1381 (1-82)+148182. (4) Assuming that the printing and acquisition systems treat both sides of the paper in the same way, we have X2 = 1l (1-81)(1-82)+1281 (1-82)+13(1-81)82+14,5182- (5) In order to simplify these equations we can define the following parameters: a = 13 -11 -Y = 14 + 11-12 -13 /3 =12 -11 a= 11
Substituting into (4) and (5) To recover the sources from the mixtures, we must now invert the model (7) . Subtracting the first equation from the second we see that s, and 82 are related by (8) Substituting now (8) into the first equation of (7) 
EXPERIMENTS
In the tests that we performed, the MLPs used in the Xi blocks had 10 hidden units each. Both these and the F block were optimized using the MISEP method. all images, which would lead one to expect that the same model would fit all mixtures. Each mixture was separated using the model trained for that mixture (which we call the mixture's "own model"). The corresponding results are shown in the left half of Fig. 4 . The model trained for the "bars" images can, in some sense, be considered to be the most basic and most "universal" one, because in that case the source images are independent from each other by construction, and have almost uniform intensity distributions. For that reason we also tried using that model (which we call the "bars" model) to separate the other four mixtures. The results are shown in the right half of Fig. 4 . The results obtained with the two models are similar in all cases except for the last image pair, which corresponds to a mixture of images containing mostly text. This is also the pair for which the estimated parameters differ most from those of the "bars" images (see Table 1 ).
The scatter plots of the sources, mixture components and separated components, for the "bars" pair, are shown in Fig. 2 . We can see that the model achieved a good, but not perfect separation. The fact that the scatter plot of the separated components shows curved boundaries is probably due to some imperfection of the model. We discuss this further in the Conclusions.
Quality measures
To analyze the quality of the separated images in a more objective way we computed three quality measures that had already been used for the same mixing problem in [1, 7] .
The first quality measure, Ql, is simply the signal to noise ratio (SNR) between each extracted component and the corresponding source. The second measure, Q2, is the signal to noise ratio, compensated for possible nonlinear transformations of the intensity scales of the estimated sources. Table 2 . Values of the quality measures for the results obtained with the "own" model and with the"bars" model. The best results are shown in bold.
The third measure, Q3, is the mutual information between each extracted component and the corresponding source. The mutual information was estimated, in each case, from a set of 5000 randomly selected pixel pairs, chosen independently from those forming the training set, and was computed using the I(1) estimator described in [10] , with k = 3. More details about these measures can be found in [1].
We didn't use measure Q4, from that reference, because it had shown, in previous tests, not to be a reliable measure of separation quality [1, 7] . Table 2 contains the values of the quality measures of the components obtained, for each pair, with the "own" model and with the "bars" model. Table 3 shows the results obtained with the "own" model, together with results from [1], obtained with an MLP-based F block, and from [7] , obtained with nonlinear DSS. The table also shows, for comparison, in column MSE, the quality values of what could be considered an "ideal" separation: the result obtained by training an MLP with the two mixture pixels as inputs and with the two source pixels as desired outputs. The results for the fourth and fifth image pairs are not shown in the table because they were not available for both of the other separation methods. The model proposed in this paper performed better, on average, than both the MLP-based separation and nonlinear DSS.
CONCLUSIONS
We described the separation of a nonlinear real-life mixture of images, using the inverse of a physical model of the mixture process. The model's parameters were estimated by the MISEP method, which uses an ICA criterion.
The separation results are competitive with those obtained with other methods, namely with MLP-based MISEP and with nonlinear DSS. They show, on the one hand, that the mixture model is appropriate for the problem being addressed and, on the other hand, that MISEP is an adequate technique for estimating the model's parameters.
The mixture was assumed to be symmetrical, which is a plausible assumption when we use a scanner with a single set of sensors, such as a desktop scanner. For a nonsymmetrical mixture, such as those yielded by industrial scanners (which have separate sets of scanners for the two sides of the document), the model would be similar to the one presented here, but with eight free parameters instead of four (different sets of li for the two sides of the paper). It seems plausible that a good separation would still be achievable with such a model, due to its relatively small number of parameters. However, this needs to be experimentally confirmed.
The model that was used showed not to be perfect. One possible cause could be the existence of gamma correction in the scanning process, which was not accounted for in the model, and which would produce a nonlinear distortion of the gray scales of the mixture images. This could explain the curvature observed in the boundaries of the scatter plot of the separated components. Incorporating gamma correction in the model will involve the addition of just one more parameter and may lead to a more perfect separation.
Another planned improvement involves the explicit incorporation of noise in the model. Noise is clearly present in the mixture process, as evidenced by the scatter plots that were presented. The strongest source of noise probably is the inhomogeneity of the paper. The incorporation of noise in the model may lead to a better estimation of the source images.
A more complex improvement will consist of taking into account the lateral diffusion of light in the mixture process. This will become more important if the scanning resolution is increased above the one used in this work. 6 ," model.
